
9:00 AM Weather Forecast

Wednesday, February 28, 2024

Hour by Hour Forecast: Current Weather Alerts:

FORECAST NOTES

Temperatures:
ü A chilly day on tap with high temperatures near 

29 - 30 F.  Low temperatures into THU AM 

expected to get near 24 F.

Wind/Clouds:
ü NW winds will steadily calm down into the evening – 

before then, sustained winds of 15 – 25 MPH will 

be common until after 4 PM.  Gusts this AM into the 

early PM (roughly 3 PM) to near 35 MPH will be 

possible as well.

ü Increasing sunshine is expected into the afternoon.

No Active Alerts (All Clear) 

Today’s Precipitation Chances:

A few light pockets of flurries will be possible this AM before the system clears off to the east.  Amounts will be negligible/ minimal.

Rain + Snow Totals: 

Snowfall totals will likely be on the order of less than 0.05”.  If areas are well sheltered to NW winds, then a minor coating of snow cannot be ruled out.
Dew/Frost: 

Dew/ frost are not favored tomorrow as a very dry airmass works in.  With that said, any surfaces that are wet from yesterday’s storms poses a risk to ice over.
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10-Day Forecast

NEXT 5 DAYS: IMPORTANT FORECAST NOTES:

Rainfall totals Next 5 Days 

Precipitation:
ü THU: Favoring dry conditions; abundant high pressure follows 

behind the storm system
ü FRI: A dry, sunny day favored. Data has an idea of a very isolated 

shower in the PM, but not favored at this time. 
ü SAT: Dry conditions continue with high pressure

ü SUN:  An isolated shower would be possible in the PM, but it would 

be dependent on the progression of the storm system in the 
Northern Plains. Better opportunities for rain will be in store on 

Monday. 
ü MON:  Monday offers up the best potential the next few days for 

rain/ storms moving into the area.  

Temperatures:
ü After the current cold snap, 

temperatures will once again rebound 

ahead of a system into MON.

ü The theme will generally be above 
normal/ mild conditions over the next 

couple weeks as well.

Wind/Clouds:
ü Increasing sunshine is expected the next few 

days with an uptick in clouds in the afternoon 

hours of Monday.  Sunday into Monday will 
usher in more clouds.

ü SUN/ MON will also feature days that will be 

gustier in general with gusts near 30 MPH 

possible.
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